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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE BOARD OF REGENTS 
MURRAY STATE COLLEGE 
OcTOBER 12, 1959 
THE BoARD OF REGENTS MET IN THE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT AT 1:15 P.M., C. 5. T., oN 
MONDAY, OcTOBER 12, 1959, IN REGULAR SESSION, WITH THE FOLLOWING MEMBERS PRESENT: 
MR. R. H •. {Boa) WHITE, MR. Gt..ENN DoRAN, MR. LouiS LITCHFIELD, MR. ALToN B. MITCHELL., 
AND OR. RoBERT R. MARTIN. MR. JoHN BLAcKBURN AND MR,_ W. Ci ScHOEPFLIN WERE ABSENT. 
CHAIRMAN MARTIN PRESIDED. 
AGENDA 
PRESIDENT WooDS PRESENTED THE FOLLOWING .AGENDA FOR THE. MEETING: 
AGENDA 
OF 
MEETING OF BOARD OF REGENTS 
OcTOBER 12, 1959 
I. MINUTES oF THE BoARD ME£TING HELD ON JuLY 20. 1959. 
II. REPORT OF THE CoMMITTEE oN ENTRANCE, CREDITS. CERTIFICATION, AND GRADUATION. 
III. RESIGNATIONS 
NAME AssiGNMENT EFFECTIVE 
JoE RAvBuRN JANITOR. CAFETERIA 8- 8-59 
MAXINE ANDERSON PART-TIME SECtY, HEALTH, P.E. 9-18-59 
IV. ,EMPLOYMENT 
MoNTHLY 
NAME AssiGNMENT SALARY EFFECTIVE 
MAxiNE ANDERsoN PART-TIME 5EctY1 HEALTH, P. E.$ 80.00 9- 1-59 
NoRA RAvENSCRoFT PART-TIME 5Ec•Y, HEALTH, P. E. 80.00 9-21-59 
c. J. BRADLEY PART-TIME INsT., Soc. Sc1. -400.00 9-18-59--1-28-60 
BETTY B. HINES 5ECIY, PuBLIC RELATIONS 115.00 9- 1-59 
CAREY RosE AssT. SuPv., SNACK BAR 180.00 9-10-59 
CHESTER ANDERSON. JR. INSTR. I PART-TIME, TRN. ScH. 200.00 8-. 9-59--8-31-59 
JANE FREEMAN PART-TIME 5Ec•Y, PRES. OFF. 50.00 9- 1-59--5-31-60 
5Ec•Y, PRES, OFFICE 190.00 6- 1-6o--8-15-60 
ANNIE S. WooDBRIDGE PART-TIME INsT., LANG, LIT, 81.61 SEPT, 1959 
200.00 OcT. 1959 
200.00 Nov. 1959 
200.00 DEc. 1959 
180.00 JAN. 1960 
MIRIAM NETTLETON PART-TIME 5Ec•Y, Pua, REL, 50.00 9-14-59 
AuBREY STEELY JANITOR, STUDENT UNION 150.00 1o-12-59 
160.00 12- 1-59 
CAFETERIA EMPLOYEES 
SALLY ALEXANDER SECRETARY 200.00 9-1-59 
DoLLIE B. RussELL D. H. SuPERVISOR 135.00 9-1-59 
140.00 1o-1-59 
LETTIE HALE DISHWASHER 140.00 9- 1-39 
EWELL TINSLEY CooK 145.00 9-22-59 
J. D. JoNEs CooK 150.00 9-22-59 
Ruay STEELY SNACK BAR 150.00 9-21-59 
LALA BoYD CooK 140.00 9- 1-59 








JAMES 0. CLARY JANITOR $t75.00 9- t-59 
AoELL CoLsON HEAD CooK t60.00 .. 
5TAR~EY CoLSON STOCKMAN t75.00 .. 
MAMIJ:?: DYER DISHWASHER t55.00 .. 
CHESLEY c. FAIRRIS MEAT. CuTTER t65.00 .. 
SuELLA FuTRELL CooK t40.00 .. 
ANGIE D. GIBBS D. H. AssT. t40.00 .. 
WILLIE B. HALE CooK t40.00 .. 
LtLLIE M. HousTON HEAD CooK t60.00 .. 
Rev HAMLIN DISHWASHER t55.00 .. 
LEx HENS9N CooK t40.00 .. 
LoRA HoPKINS DISHWASHER t40.00 .. 
Lo:rTIE M. HuGHES . DISHWASHER t40.00 .. 
FLov l.AYcox 2No CooK t45.00 .. 
THELMA B. JoNES D. H. AssT. t45.00 .. 
OLA MoRRIS 2ND CooK t45.00 .. 
RuBLE LocKHART DisHWASHER t55.00 .. 
JAMEs F. HuiE SuPV. DISHWASHER t70.00 .. 
FLORENCE NuNN DISHWASHER t40.00 .. 
ELIZABETH F. OuTLAND DISHWASHER . t55.00 .. 
MARK D. PARKER CooK t55.00 .. 
TAMSON PARKER CooK t40.00 .. 
RuBY A RAvsuRN CooK t40.00 .. 
ALICE RoBERTSON CooK t40.00 .. 
RuPERT STORY DISHWASHER t55.00 .. 
OPAL WARREN D. H. AssT. t40.00 .. 
TENNIE CoLSON SNAcK BAR t40.00 .. 
MA.v1s KIRKS SNAcK 8AR t40.00 .. 
G. A WILSON DISHWASHER t45.00 .. 
L. G. CuRe CooK t50.00 tO- t-59 
, BuRJE CHARLTON DISHWASHER t50.00 to- 2-59 
MARY Bovo CooK. t35.00 to- t-59 
ADJUSTMENTS IN SALARY. 
NAME AssiGNMENT FROM .Th_ EFFECTIVE 
Ocus Boyo NIGHTWATCHMAN $t65.00 $t75.00 tO-t-59 
DANE MA.ooox CHEMISTRY DEPT. t87.50 234.37 . JuLY t959 
37.50 46.87 AuG. t959 
FRED WILSON CHEMISTRY DEPT. 281.25 234.37 JuLY t959 
'· 56.25 46.87 AuG. t959 
EuGENE RussELL l~SERVICE Eo. 255.88 9-t-59 
(IN LIEU OF REIMBURSING THE- STATE DEPARTMENT OF EoucATION FOR HIS sERVICEs) 
ORo ·THOMAS HoGANCAMP DID NOT·TEACH THE (NTERSESSION CouRsE IN BusiNESS 205. 
MRs. VERDA HAPPY DID TEACH THE couRSE. HE wAs NOT PAID; sHE 1s TO BE PAID $300. 
VI. SATURDAY AND EvENING CLAssEs. FALL SEMESTER. t959-60 
JosiAH DARNALL Music t24A 3 SEM, HRS, $300.00 
WILLIAM BoAz_ ART 2t5A 3 SEM. HRS. 300.00 
NITA GRAHAM PHYS. Eo. 13t 2 SEM~ HRS, 200.00 
JoE NELL RAvauRN EoucATION 23tB 4 SEM. HRS, 300.00 
LoTTYE SuiTER ENGLISH t05 3 SEM, HRS, 300.00 
SIDNEY P. Moss ENGLISH 20t 3 SEM, HRS, 300.00 
EDWIN LAR;50N ENGLISH 205 3 SEM, HRS. 300.00 
MAv1s McCAMISH EoucATION t27 3 SEM, H~S. 300.00 
VANDA JEAN GIBSON EouCATION 227 3 SEM. HRS. .300.00 
DoNALD. HuNTER EoucATION 340 3 SEM, HRS, 3Q0.00 
RALPH TEsSENEER EoucATION 326 3 SEM, HRS. 300.00 
WALTER E. BLACKBURN CHEMISTRY G225 3 SEM, HRS, 350.00 
(TELEVISION AND CAMPus) 
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VII. STUDY CENTERS OFF CAMPUS 
RoBERT· ALsuP 











VIII. PERSONNEL TO BE INcL..UDED AS AuTHORIZED REciPIENTS OF SuRPLUS PRoPERTY FOR 
MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE 
AMENo' ITEM 238 IN THE AGENDA OF THE MINUTES oF THE BoARD oN APRIL 28 TO 
AUTHORIZE, IN ADDITION TO PRESIDENT Wooos AND JAMES A RoGERs, P. W. ORDWAY, 
H. L. OAKLEY, JAMES· I. ARMBRUSTER, WILSON GANTT, AND OREN HuLL TO siGN oocuMENTS 
SECURING PROPERTY FROM THE DIVISION OF SuRPLus PRoPERTY UTILIZATION. 
IX. DEsiGNATION oF TREASURER. AssiSTANT TREASURER, AND PETTY CAsH CusTODIAN 
JAMES'A. ROGERs WAS OFFICIALLY DESIGNATED 1 ·: .: sv THE BoARD AS TREASURER AND 
FAv W. 5LEoo AS AssiSTANT TREASuRER AT THE JANuARY MEETING oF THE BoARD oF 
REGENTS. RECOMMEND THAT THEY BE RE-ELECTED AS TREASURER AND AssiSTANT 
TREASt:IRER, AND THAT· MR. P. W. ORDWAY BE AUTHORIZED TO SIGN PETTY CASH CHECKS 
AND LET THIS AUTHORIZATION BE RETROACTIVE TO MAY 12, 1959. 
X. CALLING AND REDEEMING BoNos ON THE MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE GxMNASIUM 
WHEREAS, THE BoNo RESOLUTION IN CONNECTION WITH REvENUE BoNo SERIES 
OF 1954 FOR THE NEW GYMNASIUM PROVIDES THAT BONOS OUTSTANDING MAY BE CALLED AND 
REDEEMED ON ANY INTEREST PAYMENT DATE, AND 
WHEREAS, THE BoNo REsoLuTION SPECIFIES THAT THE COLLEGE SHALL PAY 
TWO PERCENT OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OF BONDS CALLED PRIOR TO JULY 1, 1964, AND 
WHEREAS, THE BoNo REsoLuTION SPECIFIES THAT A PUBLISHED NOTICE 
SPECIFYING THE BONDS TO BE REDEEMED SHALL BE PUBLISHED AT LEAST ONCE NOT LESS 
THAN THIRTY DAYS PRIOR TO THE REDEMPTION DATE IN A NEWSPAPER HAVING GENERAL 
CIRCULATION IN J<e:NTUCKY1 AND 
Wf-IEREAS, THE FINANCIAL. CONDITION OF THIS ACCOUNT IS SUCH THAT IT IS 
FEASIBLE TO CALL. A NUMBER OF SAID BONOS, 
NOW,. THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE cALL 
$12,000 IN BONDS MATURING JuLY I, 1969, $12,000 IN BONDS MATURING JuLYI, 1970, 
$12,000 IN BONDS MATURING JuLY (, 1971, AND $13,000 IN BONDS MATURING JuLY I, 1972, 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT THE BoARD OF REGENTS IN sEsSION oN 
T..HE 12TH DAY OF OcTOBER, 1959, AunHoRtzEo:·THE PRESIDENT AND THE TREASURER OF 
MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE TO DO ALL THINGS NECESSARY IN CALLING AND REDEEMING THE 
ABOVE MENTIONED $49,000 OF THE BONos ouTSTANDING oN THE MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE 
GvMNASIUM, 
XI. STATus oF THE NEw DoRMITORY 
FRoM JuNE 30 UP UNTIL:. SEPTEMBER 23. THE HouSING AND HoME FINANcE AGENCY HAD NO 
FUNDS AVAILABLE FOR LOANS,; PRESIDENT EISENHOWER SIGNED THE NEW HOUSING BILL ON 
SEPTEMBER 23. 
THE ARCHITECT HAS ADVISED· ME THAT BECAUSE OF THE STEEL STRIKE AND OT-HER CONDITIONS 
THAT THE PROBABLE COST OF·THE DORMITORY HAS INCREASED FIVE PERCENT. ON SEPTEMBER 14, 
I MADE A REQUEST TO MR. WALTER E. KEYES OF THE HousiNG AND HoME FINANCE AGENCY 
THAT THE LOAN BE INCREASED FROM $650,000 TO $683,000. I ASK YOUR APPROVAL OF THIS 
REQUEST, EVERY EFFORT IS BEING MADE TO GET APPROVAL OF THE LOAN AND I AM INFORMED 
BY THE DiviSION oF THE BuDGET AND THE DiviSION oF ENGINEERING THAT BIDS WILL BE 







XII. IMPROVEMENTS TO THE PHYSICAL PL-ANT DURING THE SuMMER 
THE TRAINING ScHOOL AND WELLS HALL WERE PAINTED THROUGHOuT. Two ADDITIONAL CLASSROOMS 
WERE PROVIDED BY BUILDING A PARTITION ACROSS THE NORTH SECTION OF THE FINE ARTS LouNGE.;:; 
JT WAS POSSIBLE TO MAKE THESE ROOMS IN VIEW OF THE FACT THAT THE BALLROOM OF THE STUDENT 
UNION 8uJLDING IS AVAILABLE FOR DANCES. THE FIRST GYMNASIUM, IN MORE RECENT YEARS KNOWN 
AS THE STABLE, WAS PARTITIONED AND WIRED IN ORDER TO PROVIDE SPACE FOR THE COLLEGE NEWS 
AND THE SHIELD. THE GROUND FLOOR OF THE LIBRARY HAS BEEN RE-WORKED, TABLES AND CHAIRS 
WERE PURCHASED IN ORDER TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL. READING SPACE FOR STUDENTS, THE SOUTHERN 
AssoCIATION REQUIRES' THAT INSTITUTIONS PROVIDE SEATING SPACE FOR TWENTY PERCENT OF 
THEIR FUL.L. TIME STUDENTS, AN ADDITIONAL 240 CHAIRS WERE PURCHASED WHICH ENABLES US TO 
PROVIDE SPACE FOR AT LEAST 500 PEOPLE TO BE SEATED IN THE READING ROOMS OF THE LIBRARY, 
SoME PAINTING AND GENERAL. REPAIR WAS DONE IN OTHER BUILDINGS ON THE CAMPUS, 
XIII. REPORT OF THE NATIONAL. DEFENSE STuDENT LoAN FuND 
XIV. REPORT OF THE THoMAS P. NoRRIS STuDENT LoAN FuNo 
XV. REPORT oF THE BusiNEss MANAGER 
XVI. D-rHER MATTERs To BE BROUGHT TO THE ATTENTION oF THE BoARD 
RHW:PR 
RESPECTFULL.Y SUBMITTED, 
R. H. Wooos 
PRESIDENT 
MINUTES OF THE BoARD MEETING HELD oN JuLY 20. 1959. APPROVED 
MR. LITCHFIEL.D MOVED THAT THE BoARD DISPENSE WITH THE REAOJN.G OF THE MINUTES 
OF THE JULY 20, 1959, MEETING AND THAT THE MINUTES BE APPROVED AS SUBMITTED. THIS MOTION 
WAS SECONDED BY MR, WHITE, AND WAS CARRIED UNANIMOUSL.Y. 
REPORT OF THE CoMMITTEE oN ENTRANCE. CREDITS. CERTIFICATION AND GRADUATION APPROVED 
PRESIDENT WooDs PRESENTED THE FOL.LOWING REPORT OF THE CoMMITTEE ON ENTRANCE, 
CREDITS, CERTIFICATION, AND GRADUATION: 
To THE BoARD OF REGENTS 
MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE 
MuRRAY, KENTUCKY 
(;e: NTLE MEN: 
OcTOBER 12, 1959 
As PER THE DUTIEs ASSIGNED To THE CoMMITTEE oN ENTRANCE, CREDITS, CERTIFICATION, AND 
GRADUATION, WE REPORT AS FOLL.OWS: 
THE FOLLOWING STUDENTS WERE GRANTED DEGREES AuGUST 7, 1959: 
WALTER LEON BRANN 
BACHEL.OR oF SciENCE IN AGRICULTURE 
WAYNE DINKINS 
DENNIS FRANKLIN HoLLAND 
BACHELOR oF Music 
STANLEY MARCIA MEENACH CRANE 
118 
BAcHELOR OF Mus1c EoucATION 
GEORGIA LEA CowGER 
KRISTAN EvERETT CRANE 
MARVIN EuGENE DEATON 
SHEILA MoRTON Fox 
MARv LouisE GREGORY 
IDA MA.v GuENTHER 
Luaow DoaRowoL.eKA INGRAM 
MILDRED ANNE Wooo JoNEs 
RoBERT C. MoELLER 
WiLLIAM THOMAS TATE 
BAcHELOR OF SciENCE IN HoME EcoNOMICs 
SHELBY JEAN CoLLEY BavER 
NoRMA WHITLOW AoAIR 
WANDA PoLLEY ADAMS 
WILLIAM KEATON AoAMs 
AGNES SELF ALDERSON 
LEtRON NEAL ALLEN 
JuLIA FAv ARNETT 
DoNALD HERBERT AsMus 
REBECcACosav BARGER 
FERNE PuRYEAR BARTON 
IRIS WILFORD BENNETT 
LuciLLE FERREN BENNETT 
JACKIE CARROL BENTLEY 
CHARLEs THoMAS BascH 
NoRMAN RAv BLACK 
GLADYS FREEMAN BLACKWELL 
FREDERICK -DAVIS BLUME 
DAVID WILLIAM BowELL 
DoNALD MAURICE BowLAND 
MARY LuciLLE BRASHER 
PAMELA LuNDY Bucy 
FREDDA LouisE SHoEMAKER BuxToN 
CLEATus RAv CAGLE 
Lois EvELYN CHANDLER 
MARY Lou CHANDLER 
PALACE BROWER CLAPP 
LoLA JANE CooPER 
JoYcE SEAY CoRNMAN 
STERLING LEE CowGER 
WILLIAM VERDIE CREEKMUR 
HELEN AGATHA TACKETT CRIDER 
DoL.CIE MARIE CRoFT 
ALlENE HuTCHISON DABNEY 
EcolE EuGENE .DAvrs 
PAULA HANNAH DEMYER 
AMELIA HARRISON DENNY 
GENEVA ELLEN CooKSEY Ovcus 
BRUCE FIRESTONE 
EARL. SMITH FLOOD 
EARLE FoRo 
HAzEL WooTON Fox 
RuTH REID FRIZZEL. 
BILLY JoE FuLTON 
GERALD EuGENE GAMBLE 
Boa WILSON GARNER 
RoBERT OwEN GARY 
EuGENE 5TANL.E v GERARD 
WALLER HANsoN GLAss 
VIRGINIA KETTLER GREGORY 
ALFRED JosE PH GoRCZYNSKI 
RooNEY RAY HALL 
ERNEST LINWOOD HARDY 
DoRis JANELLE ENGLISH 
BACHELOR OF SciENCE 
·ESTHER DENSON HARGROVE 
PHILLIP NoLAN HARRELL. 
EARL. EDwARD HARRIS, JR. 
LINDA Lou HAsKINS 
MILDRED McCLANAHAN HERRING 
ALTA ANN HERROLD 
PEARL. HaLT HooGEs 
HAzEL. TAYLOR HoLLAND 
LARRY DELANO HosFORD 
HAROLD RuDOLPH HuMPHRIES 
RICHARD KNIGHT JACKSON, JR. 
THAL.A SuE JEWELL. 
JuDITH ELLEN JoHNsToN 
DoNALD EuGENE JoNES 
LILLIAN BRuCE JoNEs 
MARviN DALE KAisER 
RoBERT EDWARD KAssiNG 
VIOLET RoGERS KELLEY 
RoBERT LvNN KING 
WILLIAM MAvNARo KIRK, JR. 
J1 MMIE WALLACE KuYKENDALL 
JAMES EARL. LANcE 
KATIE NELL LAws 
MAGGIE FAYE CaMMER LEsTER 
NoLA HAvEs LEWIS 
BILLY CHARLES LILES 
EMILY MAGRAW 
EuREDA BROWN MARLOWE 
NoLA CLARK MAv 
MILLIE ANN BoAz MYERS 
MARY ELIZABETH McCARTY 
MATTIE MAzoN McCLAIN 
EMILY CRITTENDEN McNEELY 
MARY ALLEN NoRTH 
CLARENCE RANDALL OLSEN 
ELVIN JAMES PARTENHEIMER 
HARMON BARNETT PIERCE 
CLARA ATKJ Ns PoLLOCK 
OPAL BRYANT PuRSELL. 
VIRGINIA WRIGHT RECORD 
JULIA KATHERINE REEVES 
EuNICE LORRAINE REID 
VIRGINIA SPEARS REID 
CAROL MAv RHOADS 
CoRNEL.JA MA,y RILEY 
SusiE HuTCHENs RoBINSON 
GENE PAuL SAMMONs 
JAMES HICKMAN SANDERS 
PAuLINE PvLANo ScHwERDT 
.RUSSELL. JERRY S1 MMONS 







NANNA l.ALA SLAYDEN 
ANN JoNES SMITH 
' LuciL.LE HoLLAND STicE 
JACKIE STusBLEFIELD 
JoHN GoRDON TAYLOR 
PATSY Lou TEAGUE 
MARGARET HAMILTON THoMAS 
RosEMARY TuRNBOW 
Ell.ELYN DELORES TuRNER 
JAMES PAUL VADEN 
THELMA MAE VAsse:u.R 
WILLIAM DALTON VAuGHN 
MILDRED LouiSE JoNES WEATHERLY 
JAMES DuoLEY WILLIAMS, JR. 
TRIXIE WIL .. LIAMS 
VIRGINIA LARKINS Wu ... LIAMS 
RoBERT GA.RNER WILSON 
MARGARET K WINCHESTER 
GRETA IMOGENE Wooo 
KENNETH BELL WRAv 
DoNALD EowARD YEARGAIN 
RuTH MARIE MoRRISON YoRK 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
JoE BARTON DARNELL 
DAN RoL.AND ERwiN 
ARcHIE DuNCAN PoLL..OCK 1 JR. 
PATRICIA LvNN TowNSEND 
MAsTER OF ARrs IN EoucArtoN • 
RusvE KATHERINE ELLIS AoAMs 
ARcHIE CHESTER AusENBAUGH._ 
BARBARA ANN BAKER 
TEDDY BARKER 
ARMON CHAPMAN BERRY 
CHARLES DowLING BROOKS 
ALICE NAsa CALDWELL 
ELLA CLOVES CHITWOOD 
EDNA CocHRAN CLARK 
WILLIAM DALE CRAGO 
SuE HARRIS OtcKINSON 
LLOYD EvERETT DuNNING 
GLENN EDWARD DvKE 
HARvEY EARL ELDER 
MAYoLA JEANE EMoRY 
BILLY JoE FARRIS 
JAMES HowARD FRANK 
HAROLD GIBBS 
HAROLD GLENN GIBSON 
LEsTER B. GoHEEN 
ZITELL LocKHART GoHEEN 
DoNALD CAREL GRAVETTE 
AuGuST K. HAYDEN 
EDwARD PATRICK HicKEY 
RosERT GLIN JEFFREY 
Rusv BARKER JoHNSON 
ALLEGRA JoNES 
Mu .. oRED TREVATHAN LAssiTER 
DoRIS ANN LEE 
EMMA ELIZABETH Lucus 
Rusv CALDWELL MILLER 
MARY FLORENCE MooRE 
DoN MAc PAcE 
MARGARET AMELIA PICKARD 
LuciLLE REID PoYNER 
IsAAc FRED PoRTER 
WILLIAM 0. PRESSON, JR. 
BENNY LEE RAY 
MELBA ORR RA.v 
CECIL REID 
RusEN VAsTEENE RivES 
ERLEEN JoiNER RoGERS 
SHIRLEY SPAHR 
VERA EsKEW STEMBRIDGE 
CHARLES DoNALD STEPHENSON 
CAROLYN JuNE SuLLIVAN 
Jov ELEANOR TERHUNE 
HAROLD BRYAN ToLLEY 
JoHN VIRGIL YATES 
DIPLOMAS IN NuRSING EouCATION 
DIPLOMAS IN NuRSING EoucATION WILL BE SENT TO MRs. PRENTIS T. CART, R. N., DIRECTOR OF 
NuRSING EouCATION
1 
JENNIE STUART MEMORIAL HosPITAL, HoPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY, FOR: 
MvRNA ANN BucHANAI'r-5EPTEMBER 11. 1959 
CLAuoEAN SPuRLIN CHEWNING--SEPT. 11. 1959 
Dm.oRES Ross DAvis-JuLY 17, 1959 
ANNE DuGAN--SEPTEMBER 11, 1959 
JoycE LAvERNE GlssoN--SEPT. I 1, 1959 
RoxiE CoLLINS GILLESPIE--SEPT. 11, 1959 
EuGENIA ANN HELBRo~-SEPTEMBER I 1, 1959 
ANNABELLE HENDRic~-SEPT. II, 1959 
BILLIE MooRE JAcoBs--JuLY 17, 1959 
VIRGINIA SuE MEADOR--JuLY 17, 1959 
GLADYS MARIE PERDuE--JuLY 17, 1959 
WILLIE DEAN SMITw--JuNE 7, 1959 
BETTY SuE DuNN SuMNER"'-SEPT. 1 I, 1959 
BARBARA MEREDITH ToDD-SEPT. I 1, 1959 
SHIRLEY ANN WALKER--JuLY 17, 1959 
GAIL WILSON WEs-r--SEPT. II, 1959 
DIPLOMAS IN NuRSING EoucATION WILL BE SENT TO M1ss MARTHA H. LvoN, R. N. DIRECTOR OF 
NuRSING EoucATION, 0wENSBORo-DAvJESS CouNTY HosPITAL, OwENSBORO, KENTUCKY, FOR: 
BETTY JoYCE BAKER JEWELL--JuLY 30, 1959 
MILDRED ELYWNN TRAUGHBER--JULY 30, 1959 
CAROLYN ANN DAvENPOR-r--JuLY 30, 1959 
119. 
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THE FOLLOWING STUDENTS WERE GRANTED DEGREES AuGUST J], 1959: 
BAcHELOR OF SciENCE IN AGRICULTURE 
GILBERT SEARS 
BACHELOR OF SciENCE IN HoME EcoNOMICS 
LANETTE NELSON ALLEN 
RuTH DoNOHO BoNDURANT 
HERSCHEL BRAcK 8RAov 
JoHN ANoERSON BROOKs 
HARVEY CLAY CARR 
GLEN IRVAN CLAYTON 
RoBERT 5TANLEVCOLE 
RICHARo(F RANc lis/CoLE MAN 
ERDICE MARENE CooPER CouRT 
TERRY WIL.SON DARNALL 
JAMES ALLEN EAKLE 
CAROLYN CoAKLEY FERN 
BERTIS BILLINGTON GEVEDEN 
DoNALD ELLSWORTH GILTNER 
RoBERT BERNARD BEACH 
SARA CALHOUN BROOKS 
DESSIE WILLIAMs CoLTHARP 
EvELYN LocKER HowARD 
MAGGIE NowELL JETER 
JAMES MARION JoNES 
LILLIAN KALER 
HARRIETT ANNE SMITH REED 
BACHELOR OF SciENCE 
PATRICK 1\tiARTIN GRIFFIN, JR. 
JuDITH FAv HooGES 
ELECTRA MILLER JoiNER 
GARNETT Hooo JoNES 
IRA EowARo JoNEs 
DIANE 5HEINBERG KAuFMAN 
MARY HAM KELLY 
RossiE BRowN OLIVER 
THELMA McCL.AJN SHELTON 
AuoREY RosENTHAL SLOAN 
MARGARET ALLEN THOMAS 
GLADYS FLEMING TREVATHAN 
PEGGY ANN Jvy WATKINs 
ALFRED GREAUD WITT 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
JEAN WILCOX MILEs 
MAsTER OF ARTS IN EDuCATION 
0NIE MABRY MAsoN 
EDwARD DEMETRESS OAKLEY 
JAMIE HILL OvERTON 
HELEN CELESTE SIMPSON 
LOUISE PAYNE STAFFORD 
ELsiE BROOKS TRAcE 
RANDALL LouARD WARD 
DEGREES TO BE GRANTED OcTOBER, 1959 
FoR THOSE APPLYING FOR DEGREES OcTOBER, 1959, WE RECOMMEND THE DEGREES BE GRANTED ON 
OcTOBER 31, IF THEY MEET ALL THEIR REQUIREMENTS FOR SAID DEGREES. 
VERY TRULY YOURS, 
-s- THOMAS B. HoGANCAMP -s- CLEO GILLIS HESTER 
-s- WiLLIAM G. NAsH -s- E. B. HowTON 
-s- R. W, FARRELL -s- ALFRED WoLFSON 
MoTION wAs MADE BY MR. DoRAN THAT THE REPORT OF THE CoMMITTEE oN ENTRANCE, CREDITS, 
CERTIFICATION, AND GRADUATION BE APPROVED AND DEGREES GRANTED AND TH~T IN KEEPING WITH THE 
RECOMME!NOATION OF THE CoMMITTEE THOSE APPLYING FOR DEGREES IN QcTOBER 1959, BE GRANTED 
DEGREES lF ALL REQUIREMENTS ARE MET, THIS MOTION WAS SECONDE_o BY MR. MITCHELL AND WAS 
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY, 
RESIGNATIONS AccEPTED 
MoTIO~ wAs MADE Bv MR. LITCHFIELD THAT THE RESIGNATioNs As sET FORTH IN ITEM III OF THE 
AGENDA BE ACCEPTED, THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR. MITCHELL AND WAS CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY, 
EMPLOYMENT APPROVED 
MaTtON wAs MADE BY MR. LITCHFIELD THAT THE BoARD APPROVE THE EMPLOYMENT OF PERSONS 








WAS CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTS: MR. WHITE, AYEj MR. 00RAN 1 AYEt 
MR. MITCHELL, AvE; MR, LITCHFIELD, AYE; AND DR. MARTIN, AYE, 
AoJuSTMENTS IN SALARY APPROVED 
MoTION wAs MADE ax MR. LITCHFIELD THAT THE BoARD APPRovE THE ADJUSTMENTS IN sALARY 
AS RECOMMENDED BY THE PRESIDENT IN ITEM V OF THE AGENDA, THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED BY 
MR, MITCHELL AND THE ROLL WAS CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTS: 
MR. WHITE, AVE; MR. DoRAN, AVE; MR. MITCHELL, AVE; MR. LITCHFIELD, AYE; AND OR, MARTIN, 
AYE, 
SATURDAY AND EvENING CLAssEs. fALL SEMESTER 1959-60. APPROVED 
MarioN wAs MADE sv MR. LITCHFIELD THAT THE BoARD APPRovE THE 5AruRoAv ANo EvENING 
CLASSES AS SET FORTH IN ITEM VI OF THE AGENDA, AND THE PAYMENT FOR TEACHING SAME. THIS' 
MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR. MITCHELL AND THE ROLL WAS CALLED ON ITS ADOPTlON WITH THE 
FOLLOWING RESULTS:· MR. WHITE, AvE; MR. DoRAN, AYEt MR. MITCHELL, AYE; MR. LITCHFIELD, AYE; 
AND DR. MARTIN, AVE. 
5-ruDy CENTERS OFF CAMPus. APPROVED 
MoTION WAs MADE Bv MR. LITCHFIELD THAT THE BoARD APPRovE THE STUDY CENTERS OFF' 
CAMPUS AS LISTED IN ITEM VII OF THE AGENDA. THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR. MITCHELL 
AND THE ROLL WAS CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTS: MR. WHJTE 1 AYEi 
MR. DoRAN, AYE; MR. MITCHELL, AYE; MR. LITCHFIELD, AYE; AND DR. MARTIN, AVE. 
AoDITIONAL PE.RSONNEL AuTHORIZED TO RECEIVE SuRPLUS PROPERTY FOR MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE 
APPROVED 
DR. Wooos REQUESTED THAT.IN KEEPING WITH TME,•DONEE REsOLUTION PASSED oN APRIL 28, 
1959, THAT ADDITIONAL PERSONNEL BE AUTHORIZED TO RECEIVE SURPLUS PROPERTY FROM THE 
DIVISION OF PROPERTY UTILIZATION. 
MoTION WAS MADE BY MR. MITCHELL THAT P. W. 0RoWAY1 .H. L. OAKLEY, JAMEs I. 
ARMBRusTER,· Wn • .'BON GANTT~ AND OREN Ht:.~LL' BE AUTHORIZED TO ·SIGN DOCUMENTs SECURING 
PROPERTY FROM ·THE DtvasJON'OF· PRoPERTY:JUTil.!IZATJON.'·t THIS MOT·lON·WAS SECONDED BY 
MR. WHITE AND WAS CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY.'·) ·; .· ,.... ~ ' ••'•" /. ,I .. 
TREASURER. AssiSTANT TREASURER. ANQ PETTY CAsH CusTODIAN DEsiGNATED 
MR. LITCHFIELD MOVED THAT IN KEEPING WITH THS'·R:ECOMMENOATION OF THE PRESIDENT 
THAT JAMES A. RoGERS BE OFFICIALLY DESIGNATED AS TREASURER AND FAY W. SLEDD As 
AssiSTANT TREASURER EFFECTIVE MAY 12, 1959, AND THAT P. W. 0RDWAY"BE AUTHORIZED TO· 
SIGN PETTY CASH CHECKS EFFECTIVE MAY 12, 1959. THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR. MITCHELL, 
AND THE•'ROLf21WAS·•CALCED ON ITS ADOPTION WITH THE FOLI.!.OWING RESULTS:· MRo ·WHITE 1 AYE; 
MR. DoRAN, AVE; MR. MITCHELL, AYE; MR. l.f'FCHFIEL.o, AYE; AND' DR. MARTIN, AVE.' 
CALLING AND REDEEMING BoNos oN THE MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE GxMNASIUM APPROVED 
MR. DoRAN PRESENTED THE FOLLOWING RESOLUTION AND MOVED THAT THE BoARD ADOPT 
THE RESOLUTION AND AUTHORIZE THE PRESIDENT TO DO ALL THINGS NECESSARY IN CALLING AND 
REDEE-MING THE BoNos ouTsTANDING oN ·THE ·MuRRAY· STATE CoLLEGE ·GYMNASIUM.'.. ~ :, 
,•,J,'•' .. I 
WHEREAS, THE BoNo REsoLUTION IN coNNECTION WITH REvENUE BoNo SERIES OF 1954 
FOR THE NEW GYMNASIUM PROVIDES THAT BONOS OUTSTANDING MAY BE CALLED AND REDEEMED 
ON ANY INTEREST PAYMENT DATE, AND 
WHEREAS, THE BoNo REsOLUTION SPECIFIES THAT THE COLLEGE SHALL PAY Two PERCENT 
OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OF BONOS CALLED PRIOR TOr JuLY' h ,J964,.AND' •.r. • .. :i.: . , 
WHEREAS, THE BoNo REsOLUTION SPECIFIES THAT A PUBLISHED NOTICE SPECIFYING THE 
BONOS TO BE REDEEMED SHALL BE PUBLISHED AT LEAST ONCE NOT LESS THAN THIRTY DAYS PRIOR 
TO THE•REOEMPTION DATE I·N A NEWSPAPERIHAVING•GENERALJCIRCULATION IN KENTUCKY,, AND 
WHEREAS, THE FINANCIAL CONDITION OF THIS ACCOUNT IS StiCH THAT IT IS FEASIBLE· TO 
CALL A NUMBER OF SAID BONDS1 
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT MuRRAY STATE .CoLLEGE cALL $12,000 
IN BONDS MATURING JuLY I, .1969, $12,000,1N BONDS MATURING JuLY 1., 1970, $12,000 IN BONOS 
MATURING JuLY I, 1971, AND $13,000 IN BONos MATURING Ju<JY I, 1972. 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT THE BoARD oF REGENTS IN SESSION ON THE 12TH DAY 
OF OcTOBER, 1959, AUTHORIZED THE PRESIDENT AND THE TREAsu.RER OF MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE 
TO DO ALL THINGS, NECESSARY I"' CALLING AND REDEEMING THE ABOVE MENTIONED $49,QQQ OF 
THE BONos ouTsTANDING oN THE MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE GYMNASiuM. 
THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR. WHITE AND THE ROLL WAS CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION 
wiTH THE FOLLOWING RESULTs: MR. WHITE, AYEi MR. DoRAN, AYE; MR. MITCHELL, AvE; 
MR. LITCHFIELD, AVE~ AND OR. MARTIN, AYE. 
STATUS OF THE NEw QoRMITORY 
PRESIDENT Wooos READ THE STATEMENT IN ITEM XI oF THE AGENDA REGARDING THE PRESENT 
STATUS OF -rHE NEW 00RMITORY1 ~NO A LETTER RECI;IVED FROM MR. l.EE C. WHITE, AoMJNJSTRA-
TIVE AssiSTANT ;ro SENATOR JoHN SHERMAN CooPER, REGARDING THEIR coRRESPONDENCF wiTH THE 
HouSING AND HoME FrNANCE AGENCY IN BEHALF OF MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE. 
' REQUEST FOR INcREASE IN LoAN FOR NEw DoRMITORY AND PLEDGING OF FEEs APPROVED 
MoTJ<?N wAs MADE ev MR. L•T9HFIELD THA:r THE BoARD APPROVE THE ACTION OF THE 
PRESIDENT IN I_NCREJ;\.SING THE REQUEST OF THE LOAN FOR THE 242-sED DORMITORY FROM 
$650,000 TO $6.83,000, A;ND THAT THE BoARD ALSO ~PPROVE THE ACTION Of THE PRESIDENT JN 
COMMITING THE FEES FOR THE PEOPLE WHO WILL LIVE IN THE DORMITORY IN THE AMOUNT OF 
$29.00 PER SEMESTER OR $58.00 FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR AND $17.50 FOR EACH OCCUPANT FOR 
THE SUMMER SESSION. THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR. MITCHELL AND THE ROLL WAS 
CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTs: MR. WHITE, AYE; MR. DoRAN, AVEi 
MR •. MITCHELL, AYEi MR. LITCHFIELD, AVEi AND OR. MARTIN, AVE. 
BuDGET REQUEST 
MoTION wAs MADE By MR. LITCHFIEJ-D THAT 
DIVISION OF THE BuDGET OF THE DEPARTMENT OF 
THE BoARD RE~PECTFULLY REQUEST THE 
FINANCE TO INCLUDE IN THE 196Q-6J BUDGET 
AN APPROPRIATION SUFFICIENT TO TAK~ C~RE OF THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE PROPOSED CLASSROOM 
BUILDING DESIGNATED TO HOUSE BUSINESS AND EDUC~TION IN KEEPING WITH THE ESTIMATES MADE 
BY THE ARCHITECT IN HIS PROGRAM PLANNING PHASE AND THAT THE BoARD REQUEST ALSO 
SUFFICIENT FUNDS WITH WHICH TO RE-WORK THE HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING IN THE FINE 
ARTS BuiLDING, AND THAT THE BoARD FURTHER REQUEST THE DIVISION OF THE BuoGET TO GIVE 
THE NEEDED ASSISTANCE ON THE 412-BED D"ORMITORY AND ON 48 MARRIED HOUSING UNIT$; AND 
THAT THE BoARD, FURTHER REQUEST AN APPROPRIATION FOR OPERATION AND MAINTj::NANCE TO. 
MAKE IT POSSIBLE FOR MuRIV;'.Y STATE CoLLEGE TO PAY SALARIEs TO THEIR TEACHERs EQUAL TO 
THE N)\TIONAL AVERAGE OF STATE INSTITUTiqNS OF HIGHER LEARNING. THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED 
BY MR. l'yhTCH~L.L AND THE ROLL. W~S CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTS: 
MR. WHITE, AvE; MR. DORAN, AVE; MR. MrTCHELL;~vE; MR. LITCHFIELD, AVE; AND OR. ~RTJN, 
AVE. 
REPORT OF THE NoRRIS STuDENT LoAN FuND RECEIVED 
MoTION. WAS MADE BY MR. WHITE THAT THE BoARD RECEIYE THE REPORT OF THE .THOMAS 
P. NoRRIS 5"f:'UDENT LoAN FuND AND ORDER IT FILED. THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR. 
LITCHFIELD AND WAS CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
REPORT OF THE NATIONAL STupENT LoAN fuND RECEIVED 
MoTION wAs MADE BY MR. DoRAN THAT THE BoARD RECEivE THE REPORT oF THE NATIONAL 
DEFENSE STUDENT LoAN FuND AND ORDER IT FILED. THIS MOTION wAs SECONDED BY MR; 
MITCHELL. AND WAS CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
REPORT OF THE BusiNESS MANAGER APPROVED 
MoTION wAs MADE BY MR. LITCHFIELD THAT THE BoARD APPROVE THE REPORT OF THE 
BusiNEss MA,NAG~~: THIS MOTION wAs sEcONDED ev MR. MtTCHELL AND wAs cARRIED 







REPORT OF P. W. ORDWAY, BUSINESS MANAGER 
1:"0 THE F:'~.E_SIDE('IT ~t-IO_BOARD OF REGENTS OF 
MURRAY STATE COLLEGE 
. OcTOBER 12,.1959 · .... 
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THE FOLLOWING REPORT IS SUBMITTED FOR THE INFORMATION AND CONSIDERATION OF THE 
PREsiDENT AND BoARD OF REGENTs OF MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE: 
I. SUMMARY OF FUND OPERATIONS.,. Ju1..v.1.,. SEPTEMBER 30,.1959 
1959-60 F 1 seAL: YEAR 
AccoUNT NuMBER 
36-2-01-001 STATE APPROPRIATION 
36-2-13-001 REvOL.VING FuND ••.• 
36-2-13-101 BuiL.DING CoNsTRUC'I"ION·AND. 











II. SUMMARY OF FUND OPERATIONS- JuL.Y 1, 1958- SEPTEMBER 30, 1959 
1958=59 FISCAL. YEAR 
AccouNT NuMBER 
36-2-01-001 STATE APPROPRIATION 





.. 737,147.22 ... 688,424.80 
LEss: ENcUMBRANCES FORWARDED .1959-60 FascAL YEAR ••• 













*THIS BAL.ANCE HAS BEEN TRANSFERRED TO THE 1959-60 FISCAL. YEAR. WHEN THE 1959-60 
FISCAL YEAR BUDGET WAS PREPARED, IT WAS ESTIMATED WE WOULD HAVE $2Q,QQQ,QQ TO 
TRANSFER, THE ACTUAL AMOUNT. IS.$23,553.32 WHI.CH -IS $3,553.32 MORE THAN WAS ESTIMATED 
WHEN BUDGET WAS PRE.PAREO IN APRIL,. 1959, .. 
Ill. CAFETERIA STATEMENT.., JuNE.IS -. Ju1..v 31, 1959. 
REcEIPTs:. 
MEAL TtcKETS 




MEALS FOR EMPLOYEEs (NuRSE AND HousE.DIRECTORs) 135o00 
FooD SAL.ES TO SNAcK BAR . !..007,84. 
ExPENDITURESi 
SALARIES AND WAGES .... 
FooD PRoDucTs • ~ 
UTILITIES o o o o o o o 'o o 
LAuNDRY o ••• o • 0 o o • 
SuPPLIES AND MATERIALs 
REPAIRS TO EQUIPMENT. 
OTHER ExPENSE o -· • 
GAIN FOR PERIOD ••• 
CoMPARATIVE STATEMENTs FOR ·THE PAST- FOUR ¥EARs: 
JuNE I, 1958 TO JuL.v-31, 1958 .. Loss 
JuNE !, 1957 TO JuL.v-31, 1957 .. Loss 
JuNE I, 1956 TO AuGuST 3, 1956- PROFIT. 
JuNE I, 1955 TO AuGUST 5, 1955 Loss 







$. 7.,066. 14. 
. . 738.34 
236.93 




' • ,I 
27.336.23 
$ 2;115.08 
. ' . 
. ' I 
- ; 
: ··: .. 
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IV. SNACK BAR STATEMENT- JuNE 15- AuGusT 8, 1959 
v. 
VI. 
SALES FOR PERIC~D ••••• 0 0 
CosT OF Gooos SoLo ••••• 
GRoss PROFIT ON SALES • 
OPERATING ExPENSEs: 
SALARIES AND WAGES • 
TowEL LAuNDRY •••• 
JANITORIAL SuPPLIES • 
DEPRECIATION ON EQUIPMENT 
ToTAL OPERATING ExPENSES 
PROFIT FOR PERIOD , , , , , , 
CANNERY STATEMENT- JuLY 1 - SEI"TEMBER 30, 1959. 
RECEIPTS: 
CANNED PRODUCTS AND CANNING FEES 0 
AMOUNT DUE FROM CAFETERIA 0 
ToTAL ... • • • • • • 0 • • 0 
~XPENOITURESi 
SALARIES AND WAGES 0 
REPAIRS TO EQUIPMENT 0 
CoMMERCIAL SuPPLIES • 
RENTAL OF EauiPMENT 
MISCELLANEOUS 
F.I.C.A TAXES 
Ex:PE.NOITURES IN EXCESS ,OF RECEIPTS 
EARM SIAI&MI;;NI- JuLv 1, 
RECEIPTSj 
FARM. AND GARDEN PRODUCE. 
PouLTRY AND EGGS 
DAIRY PRODUCTS •• 
ORCHARD PRODUCTS 
LIVESTOCK •••••• 
FAIR SHOW PRE~IUMS 
ExPENDITUREs: 
SALARIES AND WAGES • 
1959-
VETERINARY AND TESTING, SERVICE. 
TRAVI!,L. 0 ••• 0 •••• 0 •••• 0 0 • 
ELECTRICITY AND TELEPHONE •••• 
REPAIRS TO EQUIPMENT AND VEHICLES 
MAINTENANCE OF BuiLDINGs. 
DAIRY PRODUCTS 0 0 ••••• 0 •• 
FEEDS AND FoRAGE •••••••• 
MoTOR FuEL.s AND LuBRICANTS • 
He:ATING FuELS. o ••••••••• 
VETERINARY Me:oJCAL. SuP.PL.IEs 
AGRICULTURAL SuPPLIES. 
SEED AND FERTIL.IZER. 0 
CoMMERCIAL. SuPPLIES • 
RENTAL. OF EQUIPMENT 
-INSURANCE o o • , , o , • , 
MISCEL.L.ANEOUS •••• 0 
MAcHINERY AND IMPL.EMENTS 
BuiLDINGS AND FIXED EQUIPMENT 
SocJAL. SEcURITY PAYMENTS •••• 
Kv. EMPL.OYEEs RETIREMENT SvsTEM. 
' . 
SEPTEMBER 30, 





























































SALE OF GARBAGE TRUCK 
WE RECEIVED AUTHORITY FROM MR. J. B. WILLIAMS, DIRECTOR OF THE KENTUCKY DIVISION OF 
PROPERTY UTILIZA'XION1 TO SE·LL ·THE INTERNATIONAL GARBAGE TRUCK WHICH WE OBTAINED FROM 
HIS DIVISION IN OcTOBER,. 1957. THIS TRUCK WAS NOT SUITED FOR OUR PURPOSES, 
THE TRUCK WAS.ADVERTISED IN THE. LOCAL NEWSPAPERS AND BIOS WERE RECEIVED FROM THE 
FOL.L.OIE!'NG: 
TAYLOR MoTORs, (Nc. 
MuRRAY WATER AND SEwAGE SvsTEM 
Ross FEED CoMPANY •••• 





THE TRUCK wAs SOLD TO TAYLOR MoTORS, (Nc,;:oF:MuRRAv, KENTUCKY, FOR $1,076.00 ON 
AuGuST 22, 1959 .. 
MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE HAD THE TOTAL oF $821.48 INVESTED IN THIS TRu~k AND WE wERE 
PERMITTED TO RETAIN THIS AMOUNT FROM THE SALE PRICE AND THE BALANCE OF $254.52 WAS 
RETURNED TO THE DEPARTMENT OF HEAL...TH,. EDuCATION AND WELFARE OF THE FEDERAL GovERNMENT 
THROUGH THE KENTUCKY DIVISION OF PROPERTY UTILIZATION • 
. REPORT OF JAMES A .ROGERS1 TREASURER 
TO THE PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF REGENTS OF 
. MURRAY.STATE COLLEGE 
OcTOBER 12, 1969 
BONPEP ACCOUNTS- STATEMENTS OF' SEPTEMBER 30. 1959 
I. HEALTH Butt.:..DING AND HoME-MANAGEMENT .HousE. 
BAL..ANCE JN Bu.JLDING REvENUE AccouNT. 




BANK oF MuRRAY 
PEoPLES BANK 




U .. 5. TREAsuRY BoNos PuRcHAsED FROM 
IN HEALTH BuiLD lNG. AccouNTs: ... · 
SURPLUS 
U. S. TREASURY BoNo No. 25909- 2-\18 PERCENT 




ORIGINAL AMOUNT oF BOND ISSUE oATEo Nov. 1, .1935 ...... . •• ,ll, ·' .... 
BoNoS OUTSTANDING ON THIS ACCOUNT ••• • • , 
AMOUNT TO BE PAID DURING PERIOD OcTOBER 1, 1959- Oc'l'OBER I, 1960 ···• .. ·· 
F'OR BONDS $6,000, INTEREST $960 ...... , . 
INTEREST RATE 4 PERCENT AND FINAL MATURITY DATE Nov .. 1, 1963. 
ftNE"ARTS Buu.:.oJNG 
BALANCE IN BuiLDING REVENUE AccouNT ••••••• 
BALANCE JN BoNo AND INTEREST AccouNT 
BALANCE IN OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE AccouNT 
U. 5. TREAsuRY BoND PuRCHASED. FROM· SURPLus 
IN FINE ARTs BuiLDING AccouN:T!: 
U. S. TREASuRY BoNo No. 25723- 2-y'8 PERCENT 
ORIGINAL AMOUNT OF s6No ISSuE DATED OcTOBER 1, 1945 





I : . ~· \ 
... $10,000.00 
BoNDS OUTSTANDING ON THIS ACCOUNT • -. • • • • • • • • • • 
AMOUNT TO BE PAlo cuRING PERIOD OcToBER 1, 1959- OcToBER 1, 1960 
F'OR BONDS $4,000, I NTE REST $225 , , , , , . . . . , , . . . , , . , . . 
INTEREST RATE 2-tj4 PERCENT AND FINAL MATURITYIJATE APRIL 1, 1961. t• 
t ' .j t I • 
DATE OF· PuRCHASE 
AuGuST I, 1954 





BANK OF MuRRAY 
BANK OF MuRRAY 
BANK OF MuRRAY 
DATE OF PuRCHASE 








1954 REvENUE BoNo AND INTEREST AccouNT (BAsKETBALL FIELDHOUsE) 
BALANCE JN BoNo AND INTEREST AccouNT ••.• • $57,286.48 
0RIGI NAL AMOUNT OF BoNo ISSUE DATED Jut.. Y 1, 1954. 
BoNDS OUTSTANDING ON THIS ACCOUNT • , , , • • , •• • • 
AMOUNT TO BE PAID DURING PERIOD OcTOBER ], 1959- OcTOBER ], 1960 
FOR BONOS $8,000, INTEREST $4,327.50. , , , , . , , , , , , , , , , , 
INTEREST RATE 3-1)4 .PERCENT, JuL.Y .1, 195.5,To. JuL.Y I, 1970 AND 
3 PERCENT FROM Ju~y 1, 1970. TO JuL.Y 1, 1972, FINAL MATURITY DATE JUL.Y 1, 
1955 DoRMITORY REv!lNUE BoNos- Wooos tiAL.L 
BALANCE IN DoRMITORY REVENUE AccouNT. 
BALANCE IN SINKING FuND AccouNT. 
U. 5. TREASURY NoTES PURCHASED FROM suRPLus 
IN SINKING FuND AccouNT 
U. S. TRE.,.SURY NoTES - 4-:Y4 PERCENT. , .•.•.. 
ORIGINAL AMOUNT OF BOND ISSUE DATED DECEMBER.1 1 1955 




••.• $ 4,000.00 
AMouNTs To BE PAID DURING PERIOD OcToBER 1, 1959- OcTOBER 1, 1960 
FOR BONOS $13,000, INTEREST $21,958,75,,,, 
INTEREST RATE 2-3/4 PERCENT 1 Fl NAL MATURITY DATE 0EC, 1, 1995. 
STuDENT UNION REVENUE BoNos oF 1957 
BAL.ANCE IN STUDENT UNION REvENUE AccouNT. 
BaL.ANCE IN SINKING FuND AccouNT. 




BoNos ouTsTANDIN<i oN. THIS ACCOUNT •••••• 
AMOUNT TO BE PAID DURING PERIOD OcTOBER 1, 1959- OcTOBER I, 1960 FOR 
INTEREST, , , , , , • , •• , • , •• , •••••• , , , •••• , ••• , , • , , , 
lNTERES~ RATE 2-"js PERCENT AND FINAL. MATURITY DATE NovEMBER 1, 1997. 
REPORT OF THE TREASURER RECEIVED AND fJL.ED 
DEPOSITED 








THE.KY. TRUST Co. 
LouiSVIL.LE, KY. 
DATE OF PuRCHASE 






L• NCOLN BANK AND 





MR. DoRAN MOVED THAT THE REPORT OF THE TREASURER BE RECEIVED AND FILED. THIS MOTION 
WAS SECONDED BY. MR •. W~:-~tTE AND WAS CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
BoARD oF REGENTS ScHOL.ARSHIPS APPROVED 
THE ScHOLARSHIP CoMMITTEE AND THE PRESIDENT HAVE AWARDED BoARD OF REGENTS scHoLA~ 
SHIPS IN THE AMOUNT OF $50.00 PER SEMESTER OR $100 PER YEAR TO THE FOLLOWING STUDENTS FOR 
THE 1959-60 ACADEMIC YEAR. DR. Wooos REQUESTED THE BeARers APPROVAL OF THESE AWARos: . 
MR. JACK GARDIELD ADAIR 
MISS CAROLYN PAT ALDERDICE 
MR. JoHN MoRRIS BERRY 
MR. RoYcE MERREL. BLAcKWEL.L. 
M1ss DELORES fAYE BuJE 
Miss SoNoRA Lou EDwARDS 
MR. TREMON DALE ELLEGOOD 
M1ss GENE LoYAL FosTER 
M1ss. STJ;PHANIE FosTER. 
MISS ANITA LOUISE .GHOLSPN. 
MISS CAROLYN ANN GIBBS 
M1ss LrLLIE BEt:.LE,GRAY. 
M1ss NP..NcY RuTH HuNT 
MR. MARcus LEON JoHNSON 
MISS WANDA EL.AINE KIMBEL 
M1ss BEvERLY SuE McCL.ANAHAN 
M1ss JuDY CATHERINE McGaEGOR·: 
M1ss JuANITA NEAL 
MR. CHARLES BERTRAM PASCHALL 
. Mass CoRACE Lou PETERS 
M1ss CARoL. JANE RAY 
MR. JosEPH H. REXROAT 
MR. JERRY PAGE RHOADS 
MR. JERRY ARDELL RoBERTS 
MR. JERALD OwENS SAVELLS 
MR. JERRY T. S>jROAT 
M1ss SusAN SMITH 
M1ss DoRIS MAE STALION 
.MR .• BENNIE LLOYD SuMNER 
MISS JANICE TANNER 
.M1~~ ~~TTY JEAN TuRNER 
MR. DARRELL WILSON WALKER 
MISS VERDA LEE WALKER 
MR. JAMES L. WARD 
Mass NANcY LYMAN WILLIAMS 
MR. EoDJE BucKALEW 
Miss LINDA Lou SHAFFER 





M1ss ALICE SuE WALLACE 
M1ss SuE ELLEN DEBoE 
MR. LowELL CHILDREss 
M1ss ANN D. DEY 
MoTION wAs MAcE sv MR. DoRAN THAT THE BoARD OF REGENTS AWARDS BE APPROVED AS 
SUBMITTED. THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED By MR. MITCHELL AND WAS CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY, 
CAuDILL PRoPERTY 
WHEREAS, THE COLLEGE NEEDS ADDITIONAL L.AND, AND 
.WHEREAS, THE CAUDILL PROPERTY ADJOINS THE WEST SIDE OF ·THE COLLEGE PROPERTY, THE 
CARR TRACT OF LAND, 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT wE REQUEST THE D1v1s1oN OF PuRcHASES 
OF THE DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE TO PURCHASE THIS L.AND FOR THE USE OF THE COLLEGE, AND THAT 
THE 80ARD EXPRESS ITS APPRECIATION IN ANTICIPATION OF THIS PURCHASE. 
THE FOREGOING RESOLUTION WAS OFFERED sv MR. DoRAN, SECONDED sv MR. MITCHELL, AND 
WAS CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
APPRECIATION TO THE BoARD EXPREssED sv QR. MARTIN 
0R, MARTIN STATED THAT SINCE THIS WOULD P.ROBABL.V BE HIS LAST MEETING WITH THE BoARD, 
HE WOULD LIKE TO EXPRESS HIS APPRECIATION TO THE BoARD FOR THEIR COOPERATION AND THE 
OPPORTUNITY TO WORK wiTH THEM AND THAT HE THOUGHT MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE wAs A FINE 
INSTITUTION AND HAS A GOOD PROGRAM, 
MR. LITCHFIELD STATED THAT HE WANTED TO THANK DR. MARTIN FOR HIS INTEREST AND FOR 
BEING AN J:MPARTIAL. CHAIRMAN, 
DR. WoODS ADDED HIS THANKS TO DR, MARTIN FOR HIS VERY GREAT ASSISTANCE AND FOR HIS 
FAIRNESS AND INTEREST .IN ADVANCING THE INSTITUTION, 
MR. WHITE AND MR. DoRAN STATED THAT JT HAD BEEN A PLEASURE To woRK WITH D~. MARTIN. 
STuDENT UNION BuiLDING NAMED THE JiARRy LEE WATERFIELD STUDENT UNION BuiLDING· 
MoTION WAS MADE s.v MR. MITCHELL· THAT THE NEw STuDENT UNION BuiLDING BE NAMED THE 
HARRY LEE WATERFIELD STuDENT UNION BuiLDING. THIS MOTION wAs SECONDED BY MR. DoRAN 
AND WAS CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
MEETING AoJOURNED AT 3;00 P.M. 
MoTION WAS MADE BY MR. DoRAN THAT THE MEETING BE ADJOURNED. THIS MOTION .WAS 
SECONDED BY MR. MITCHELL. AND WAS CARRIED·UNANIMOUSLY •. THE MEETING WAS ADJOURNED AT 
3;00 P, M. 
